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https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BwwEErkugSaLSTMyUDhOZG1ET1k&usp=sharing QUESTION 41You want to set up
Prime infrastructure to be notified when a device configuration has changed. Which option is available in prime infrastructure 2.2 ?
A. Set up prime infrastructure to send an email containing the device configuration change(s} on regularly scheduled.B. Set up
prime Infrastructure to send an email containing the change audit report immediately after the configuration change is detectedC.
Set up prime infrastructure to send an email containing the change audit report on a regular scheduled basisD. Set up prime
infrastructure to send an email containing the configuration change(s) immediately after the configuration change is detected.
Answer: C QUESTION 42Refer to the exhibit an apple TV is associated to the wireless network wireless attempt to connect to it but
they report that cannot discover the apple TV on their devices, what is most likely the root cause?

A. The mDNS origin is not set to wirelessB. The mDNS globalsnooping is disabledC. The mDNS service provider is not
associated to a profileD. The mDNS profile is not assoCiated to the wlan Answer: D QUESTION 43you are deploying a
high-density wireless setup in a conference center using Cisco Aironet 3700iAPs as you have no Cisco air not 3700e APs available.
The power levels for all the APs should be set between 4 and 5, which configuration option is needed to achieve this goal.? A.
Select the TPC values between 4 dBm and q dBmB. Manually configure the power levels of the 802.11b and 80211a radios of all
APs either 4 or 5C. Select the tcp values between 4 dBm and dBmD. Select the TPC values between 11 dNm and 8 dBm
Answer: B QUESTION 44What two statements are true with regards to the UNII brands? (choose two) A. All channels in the
UNII-2 band require DFS and TPCB. The UNII-3 band provides channel that ate spaced 20 MHz apartC. The channels in
UNII-3 band require DFS and TPCD. The UNII-1band provides 4 non-overlapping channelsE. Different channels within the
UNII-1band have different restrictions including transmit power antenna gain antenna style usage Answer: AD QUESTION 45In a
VoWLAN deployment, what autonomous ISO command should be used to ensure that VoWLAN performance is not adversely
impacted by an unexpected channel change resulting from a DFS event triggered by a nearby airport radar system? A.
ap(config-if)#DFs band 1blockB. ap(config-if)#DFs band 23 blockC. ap(config-if)#DFs band 123 blockD. ap(config-if)#DFs
band 13 blockE. ap(config-if)#DFs band 2 block Answer: B QUESTION 46Drag and Drop QuestionPrime infrastructure allows
you to change an alarm status, drag and drop the status on the left correct description on the right.

Answer:

QUESTION 47Which two statement about AP localauthentication by FlexConnect AP in standalone mode are true?(choose two)
A. Only LEAP,EAP F AST,PEAP and EAP-TLS authentication are supportedB. Only the vendor certificate authority (CA)
certificate has to be downloaded to the Cisco wireless LAN controller for EAP-TLS authenticationC. Cisco wireless LAN
controller must generate a certificate signing request by itself for submitting to a certificate authority for signing.D. A flexconnect
group must be created so that the cisco wireless LAN Controller can push the certificate to the flexconnect AP in the Flexconnect
group. Answer: AD !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.Braindump2go|2016/10 400-351 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 165Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/400-351.html 2.Braindump2go|2016/10 400-351 Exam Questions & Answers:
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BwwEErkugSaLSTMyUDhOZG1ET1k&usp=sharing
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